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A perfusion system incorporating a sealed reservoir
in conununlcation with a pump which allows any negative
pressure at the suction inlet of the pump to be communicated
mto the reservoir and thereby communicated to any lines
connected to the sealed reservoir.- The sealed reservoir
provides filtration and dcfoaming elements. An oxygenator
and a heat exchanger may be connected to die outlet of
the pump to prepare the blood for remm to the patient. A
control system which operates clamps and displays pressure,
temperature, fluid level, and other information measured
at various points in the perfusion system, is utilized with
a perfusion system. In another embodiment, a hard-shell
reservoir utilizing an outlet located at the bottom of die
reservou-. said oudet having integral to that outlet a floating
ball valve, to where the valve will be qxsned if there is fluidm the reservoir and closed if no fluid exists in die reservoir.
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PERFUSION SYSTEM
Technical Fidd

The present invention relates to a perfusion apparatus (heart/hing machine) used

during open heart suigery, liver transplants, repairs of the aorta, and other suigica] or

5 emeiBency procedures that require the use ofan escta corporeal device. More particularly,

the presem invoitioo relates to a semi-automatic petfiision madtme.

In many surgical procedures, the fimctions of the heart and hmgs are performed

10 outside of the body by specialized devices such as meoibrane oxygenators, cardiac assist

pumps and heat exchai«ers. This array of equipmem is operated by a per&sionist who
supervises the removal and return ofthe patient's blood during the procedure.

Prior art devices used for regulating and processing blood taken fiom a patient have

had a number ofdisadvantages. Historically, gravity has been used for drawing blood fiom

15 the patient into a storage container, said storage container bang either a hanl or soft-

shefled reservoir. Gra^prcK»dures require that the reservoir be placed bdow the lev^

the patient near the floor. This is done to fedlitate the siphoniiig ofblood fiom the patient

to tiie reservoir. Thus, increasing vowus return (de^wygenated blood leaviiig the patient)

may require raising the patient and operatirig table, resulting in a need to leqgthen tiie

20 perfiision circuit and add prime vohmie for the conduits tiiat lead fiom the operating table

down to the reservoir and back to the patient. With prior art systems, the pump was
required to generate incremental pumpmg energy to overcome the hydrostatic head of at

least tiiree fijet, in addition to energy needed for tiie rest of the extracorporeal circuit

resistance and patient pressure.

25 An additional disadvantage ofthe prior art devices just discussed is that tiie priming

volume for tiie conduits from tiie table down to tiie heart/hmg machine and back, along

witii tiie volumes required for tiie separate reservoirs, pumps, and interconnecting tubing

can end up being a large vohmie, sometimes two to two and a halfliters. Such vohmie acts

to dihite tiie patient's own blood supply. As such, hemoconcentration oftiie patient and a

30 significant amount ofadditional blood, or botii, may be required to support tiie patient In
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addidoD, all the addidcHial conduh material increases the foragn suifice area that the blood

comes in contact with. Such contact with foreign surfiice area has been reported to cause

damage to the complement, coagulation, and immune system ofthe patient.

During surgical procedures a significant amount of the patient's blood is lost as a

5 resuh of bleeding into the chest cavity. The prior art perfusion devices used separate

suction devices for recovery ofdus Uood fi-om the operative fidd, le., cardiotomy suction.

Blood recovered from cardiotomy suction was in some prior art devices fed into the

reservoir. These separate suction devices have been unable to recover and process the shed

blood vrithout causing irreversible damage to the formed and unformed dements of the

10 blood.

After blood has been removed fixmi the padent, either through the venous return

line, cardiotomy suction or otherwise, it must be directed to an oxygenator, heat exchanger,

and filter before being r^umed to the patieot. Bubbles and gross air may be entrapped in

the blood that comes fit>m cardiotonq^ suction and from the venous return line. Such air

15 must be removed before the blood can be safdy returned to the patient. A particular

problem encounto-ed widi past systems that have utilized unsealed reservoirs or, in other

words, reservoirs that are open to atmospheric pressure, is ibat the perfiisionist must CTSure

a minimal blood levd in the reservoir in order to prevent gross air fix>m entering the arterial

circuit.

20 In the unsealed reservoir prior-art systems, the mechanism for bringing blood into

the reservoir, i.e, either cardioton^ suction or the gravity fed venous return line is

completely separate firom the mechanism that drains blood from the reservoir, i.e, the

pump. It was therefore the perfiisionist*s job to ensure that ixi-flow met out-flow in sudi a

way that the blood levd in the reservoir did not conq>letely enq)ty, thereby allowing gross

25 air to enter the pump. Therefore, the perfiisionist had to constandy increase or decrease the

pump output, or increase or decrease the flow fi-om the patient by opening or closing

damps to the venous return line, to maintain a minimum blood levd in the resen^oir. If

gross air entered the pump from an &npty res^oir, the perfusionist had to stop the pump

and then rqmme the system to force the air back into the reservoir before restarting

30 pumping.
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prior art systems, the pofusionist was usually required tousemaaualfyopaated

damps to control the pefiision drcuit along with a pump controller that controlled the

output ofthe reservoir through the pump. Because prior art unsealed leseivoiis required

constant monitoring, an undesirable situation was created when the pafiisionist must

5 perfbnn san^fing and other duties throughout the procedure wttch necessarilyd
pofiisionisfs attention «smy fiom tfie pediaon circuit

The objective ofaU pecfiision appanmis is to ensure diat the patient's bk>od suppfy

is removed, oxygenated, cooled and/or heated and pumped back into the patient in the least

traumatic and safest way possible. Therefore, it is evident that there exists a need for a

10 pei&sion system that requires a smaU priming vohme, utilizes less foreign surfece area,

provides M-safe protection from air being returned to tiie patiem and lequires relatively

less attention from the perfusionist

Disclosure ofInvention

15 "^eprese* invention provides a perfisionqqwratus that iinpio^

of blood flow during sarffty or emeigeacy procedures, minimizes priming vohime,

minimizes foreign sui&ce contact, minimizes pumping pressure requirements and is safe

and easier to use. In one embodiment, the invention inchides a sealed reservoir tiiat aDows

air entrapped witian die blood supply fiom a patient to separate fiom the blood and

20 thereafter by prevented fiom returning up die venous return line or out-flowing from the

reservoir itselfinto a patient's vascular system. In a finther embodiment, the reservoir can

be connected to or made integral witii a pump. These embodiments are not mutually

exchisive and may be incorporated together into a single unit.

In a preferred embodiment, the reservoir incorporates a sealed hard shell reservoir

25 with an integral blood pump mounted vertically below the reservoir. The blood pump may
be ofany variety. However, a ceotrifogal is preferabfy used as die pun^.

The terai "sealed reservoir" as used in die context of tiie present mvention means

diat the reservoir is sealed airtight in such a way flat any negative pressure created at the

inlet of die pump is and can be communicated directiy to die reservoir, distributed diere

3 0 ttooughout and tiierefore communicated dirough any conduits connected to die reservoir.
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The perfusionist may, for reasons to be discussed later, increase the pressure in the

reservoir above the negative pressure oeated by the pump by opening the reservoir to

atmo^heric pressure or deoease the pressure in the reservoir bdow that of the negative

pressure created by the inlet of the punq) by opening the reservoir to a vacuum source.

5 Because of the sealed nature of the reservoir, the pressure withm the reservoir may be

controlled at all times by the peifiisicMiist.

The reservoir is filled finom a primary venous return line that brings uno?Q^enated

blood fifom the patient The venous return line in the prefisned embodiment enters the top

of the resem}ir. Such entiy conduit is connected to a one-way valve at its distal end to

10 prevent retrograde flow ofvenous blood and prechide the passage of air from the reservoir

to the patient through the venous return line if the reservoir were to be brought to a

pressure greater than that of a patient's own venous pressure. Throughout this disclosure,

distal means furthest from the point ofrefmnce and proximal means closest to the point of

reference.

15 The reservoir, at its exit, has a floating ball valve that is designed so that the ball will

seat if there is insufiBdent fluid in the reservoir to maintain the ball's buoyancy. Therefore,

air will be invented from leaviqg the reservoir and entente the pump where it could be

passed on toward the patient AswiUbesqpparenttotiiose^edintheart, any vabethat

will remain open v/bm substantial fluid exists in the reservoir and dose when a minimum

20 amount of fluid is left in the reservok would suffice. As fiirth^ protection agamst air

entering the patient's Uood stream, during normal operation, any gross air or entrained air

that may enter or be contained in the pump may be diminated by stopping the punq> so that

the air in the pump can flow up toward the reservoir.

By design, punq>s create positive pressure on the outlet and negative pressure on

25 the inlet to the pump. This n^ative pressure is transferred to the perfusion circuit through

the fluid in the reservoir and the venous line. In the preferred embodiment, with the pump

directly connected to or integral with the reservoir, the native pressure of the pump is

contained in the sealed reservoir and that negative pressure is then used to fedlitate venous

flow without hydrostatic or s^hon requirements.
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TTie blood may be removed fixm the patiert throu^

into blood vessds or chambasofthe heart ofthe patient. This blood is fiee ofdebris fiom

bone or tissue that is often present in. for example, a patient's chest cavity during smgay.

The blood passes from the cannula into the venous return line to the sealed reservoir

5 because of the small amount of suction the pump creates withm the lesenroir while it is

pumping. It is because ofthis feature that the device can be placed near the patient and at

his or her level, thus diminatii« the long lines of tubiqg necessaiy for prior art devices.

Eliminating the long lines of tubing reduces the foreign sutfice area that the blood

necessarily contacts, as well as reduces the necessaiy priming vohmw.

10 The sustained negative pressure within the reservoir created via the pump is

communicated to the venous return line via an unfihered connection site to which the

tubing ofthe venous return line is comjected. An unfiitered comiection site is one where

the connection feeds fluid direcdy into the mixing chamber where the fluid mixes with

Wood firom the various return lines, niis connection site is unfiitered because the blood is

15 fiee from debris. Tlie negative pressure in the reservoir causes the movement of blood

fiom the cannula (high pressure) to the reservoir (low pressure).

Other connection sites are preferably filtered connections because fluid entering

these sites may come fiom areas where debris may mk with the Wood. Qneexampleof
such an area is the chest cavity where the Wood may be contaminated by bone fiagments o^

20othertissueasaresultoftheprocessofopeningthepatienfschestfi)rsuigery. This Wood
is brought through filter and defoamer materials before mbdng with the blood coming fiom

the venous return line. Such filtered connection sites remove bubbles and debris in the

blood. Consequently, such sites are paiticulariy weU adapted for use in left ventricular

soaps or for cardiotonqf suction, as well as for other means.

25 Traditionally, cardiotomy suction has been separately provided by roller pumps that

potentiaUy puU a strong vacuum. This not only introduces additional pumps into die

system, but involves the use ofa more blood-desttuctive rofler pump. The present system

using a cemrifiigal pump or other pump with less negative pressure at the inlet than a toller

pump will provide a more gende suction action to be used with caidiotomy suctioa This is

3 0 desirable because the gende suction will provide less velocity and tmbulence of the blood
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than does a relative^ Stronger suction. Sucfaasystmalsorechicestheiiurnberofpiimps

needed to eflEect the extracoipored circulation fixnn

Blood retrieved by cardiotomy suction from the patienfs chest cavity or heart or

both enters the reservoir through the connection sites that may or may not be filtered sites

5 depending on the cleanliness of the blood. If the blood needs to be filtered, the blood

passes throu^ a fitter and a defiuuner before entering the main mixmg cavity of the

reservoir. In the main cavity, venous blood is mixed ivith cardiotomy blood sources and

other miscellaneous blood sources. The imxture is then passed through defoainers befi^re

passing on to the outlet of the reservoir. In addition, simply by having a reservoir with

10 slig^ nq;ative pressure; entrained air and gross air tend to be removed out of the blood

and moved upward into the upper parts ofthe reservoir.

A variable pressure source can be connected to a port on the sealed reservoir. If

the need arises, the pressure within the reservoir can be brought to a vahie lower than that

provided fit>m the suction of the pun^). This can be done by opening the reservoir to a

15 vacuum source. As a result ofincreasing the negative pressure in the reservoir, the rate of

drawing blood from the patient will be higher than the rate resulting from just the negative

pressure generated by the pun^). As a result of the greats n^ative pressure, the level of

blood in the reservoir will increase resuhing in a net removal and sequestration of blood

from the patient.

20 When the vohmie ofblood removed, or any volume indwfing the blood removed

firom the patient and additional fluids added to the reservoir, needs to be given back to the

patient, the pressure within the reservoir can be brought to a vahie hi^ier than the suction

ofthepump. This can be done by opening the reservoir to the atmospheric pressure. With

the rdativdy higher air pressure in the reservoir, relatively more blood will be takm from

25 the reservoir through the pump and on to the patient than is beiiig brought into the

reservoir. This will cause the fluid levd in the reservoir to drop.

Fmaliy, an extra vohmie ofblood or balanced dectrolyte sohitions may be given to

the patient from (Hitside sources by connecting the source fluid to a filt^ed or unfiltered

connector on the reservoir. This puts the added fluid in communication with the suction

30 created in the reservoir by the puoQ).
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mile the bk)od passes through the reservoir,

return fine fiom canfiotomy suction, left ventricular suction, outside fluid source or by other

HKjans ^win be eliminated from the blood in the relatively large, i.^^^

ofthe tubing, expanse ofthe reservoir.

5 Another embodiment of the present invention indudes the use of the haid-sbeOed

resenroir as an unsealed resewoir but stiB incorporates the floating

As such, iivhen the vohmK offluid m the resenrair is dq)lete4 the ban vah«

no air fit)m the resenroir will enter the pump. Hje pump may continue to pump thereby

pul%agentlevacuumagainstthebaflvah«untilflwdr«fill8thereservo^ Atthat point, a

10 briefstoppage of the pump will release the baO to float up with the buoyancy of the fluid

and the pump may be simply restarted because there will be no air in the system. Inprior

systems, the perfiisionist would have had to back-fiU the pump, the tubing, and the reservoir

prior to restarting the system to eliminate any air that had odted fiom the reservoir once die

fluid level was dq)leted.

15 In a fiather preferred embodiment of die present invention, an electronic control panel is

utilized to operate electrically or pneumatically controlled clamps can be placed on critical

tubes throughout the per&sion system to control the entire petfiision system Inadditionto

the remotely controlied damps, the control pand utilizes sensors such as pressure,

temperature, fluid levd, etc., to feed back infbrination to the control pand for dispte

20opefator. As wiD be apparent to those ddfled in the art, some aspects of control may then

be made automatic.

BriefDescription ofDrawinps

Figure 1 is a sdiemadc diagram ofthe perfiision syston ofthe invention.

25 Figure 2 is a aoss-section view ofa preferred embodiment of the sealed reservoir

and attached pump ofthe preseit perfiision system;

Figure 3 is a block diagram ofa prefcned embodiment ofthe control system ofthe

presem invention; and

Figure 4 is a cross-section view of the preferred embodimem ofFigure 2 with the

3 0 addition ofa bypass apparatus.
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Best Mode for Canving Out the Tnyenti^n

The present invention relates to a perfusion system used in performing sui^eries or

pirocedures vAm blood is removed from and returned to the patient Throughout this

5 descrqstion, like dements are refisued to by like reference numbers. In a preferred

embodiment, shown in Figure 1, a peifrision drcuit 10 is shown having a sealed reservoir

12, a punq> 14, an OTQfgeoator 16 and a heat exdianger 18. Blood passes from a cannula

20 in a patient's vein or heart to a cannula 22 m an artery or aorta throu^ reservoir 12,

pump 14, oxygenator 16 and heat exchanger 18.

10 Referring now to Figure 2, a sealed reservoir 12 and centrifogai pump 14 of the

prefened embodiment ofthe present invention is shown.

A cannula 20 is generally inserted into a vein or chamber ofthe heart so that blood

flows to the perfosion reservoir 12 through the voious retum line 24. The blood passes

from venous return line 24 into the mixing chamba* 26 through a one-way valve 28 at the

15 end ofvenous return line 24. One-way valve 28, in the preferred embodiment, is a duck-bill

valve such as is manufactured and distributed by American Omni, Inc. of Irvine, CA
Ahhough one-way valve 28 is preferable a dudC'^iU valve, any type ofone-way valve may

be used. An exsaoaple of another such one-way valves is, but is not limited to a spring

loaded seating vahre. One-way vah« 28 prevents retrograde flow ofblood from reservoir

20 12 back toward the patient. Additionally, one-way vah^ 28 prevents air within reservoir 12

from flowing in a retrograde direction to the patient should pressure within reservoir 12

ever exceeds patient venous pressure. Air that may enter the mbdng chamber 26 irom the

venous retum line 24 will be dis^pated to the top ofreservoir 12. The dissipation ofthe air

in reservoir 12 is enhanced by the sub-ambient pressure in reservoir 12 compared to the

25 pressure in the blood.

Blood passes from the mixing chamber 26 through a defoamer 30 and filter screen

34 before being passed through a mixed diamber 32. Defoamer 30 is preferable a

polyur^hane open cell silicone antifoam althp^igh defoamer 30 may also be ar^

biocompatible material with a large surfrice area. Filter screen 34 is preferably a sock-like

3 0 endosure made ofa nylon trico material.
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Blood, having pnjviously bad any air present removed in chamber 26, leaves the

mixed chamber 32, and therefore reservoir 12, through a floaiii«baU^ BaUvalve

36 may be of the type manu&ctured by Heahhdyne Cardiovascular, Inc. of Costa Mesa.

CA. Blood leaves baDvahfe 36 through line 38 and passes to centrifiigal pump 14. InbaU

5vah«36,anopening40altowbIoodinmKBdchamber32topassiMobanvah«36. Ball

vah« 36 includes a ban 42 designed to float or be buoswit in blood or blood producte

wB seat on site 44 ifinsuflWent blood remains in ban vah« 36 to continue to float^
42. Ban 42 win seat on site 44 only after virtually all the blood has beeniemoved from

chaniber26. Site 44 is preferably an 0-ring to provide a sealed seat for baD 42 to rest on.

1
0 When ban 42 is seated on O-iing 44, no air may pass from reservoir 12 into pump 1

4

through line 38.

In the preferred embodiment, pump 14 is a centrifugal pump that utilizes smooth

conical impeUers. Such a pump is manufectured and distributed as a Biopump BP-80 by

Medtronic Bio-Medicus, Inc.. 9600 W. 76th Street. Eden Prairie, Mhmesota. While a

15 centrifiigal pump is preferred for pump 14. aiv pump that puns a suction at its iriet co^^
be used with die present inventioa Examples ofsuch pumps inchide. but are not limited to

peristaWc or "roUer" pumps. With the preferred centii&gal pump 14. air that gets into

pump 14 may be eliminated from pump 14 Iqr stoppii« pump 14, therein aUov^
to rise from pump 14 through line 38 into ban vahre 36 and into reservoir 12 where it

20 separate from the blood contained therein.

Not shown is the controner that controls pump 14. Such a controUer, with a

centrifugal pump, provides the tuning power and RPM control for pump 14. Furthennore.

to enhance the buoyancy efifects of the floating ball valve 36, the external dimensions of

reservoir 12 are preferably approximately four inches in diameter and eighteen inches high

25 for a reservoir 12 to be used on an aduh. As wffl be dear to those skffled in the ait. these

dimensions are approximate and may be varied as needed or desired. In addition, these

dimensions wiU be smalla for a reservoir 12 to be used on a pediatric patient.

Reservoir 12 is preferably sealed and requires aU ports to be actwely occhided or

connected to the patient in order to maintam the desired pressure inside reservoir 12. The

30 pressure in mixing chamber 26 is in complete communication wiUi mbced chamber 32.
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Thefefore, the pressure every\^iere vithin reservoir 12 is the same. The fluid level in the

mixed chamber 32 is held constant, or nearly so, as long as reservoir 12 is sealied and the

subambieot pressure generated by pmp 14 is maintained. However, the fluid level within

reservdr 12 can be altered by using pressure difi^:entials between site 46 and the suction

5 pressure generated by pump 14 at ball va^e 36. The pressure diflSsrentials can be used to

add vohime to tiie chamber 32 by taldpg vohmie fiom the patient, or they can be used to

remove vohmie firom the chamber 32 and therdyy give vohune back^
A vacuum source 48 attached to reservoir 12 may be controlled so that the

pressure in line SO is lower than in reservoir 12. The reservoir pressure can be measured

10 anywhere within mixing duunber 26 or mbced chamber 32. Whm the greater n^ative

pressure in line SO is communicated via site 46 to reservoir 12, volume &om the patient will

be added to reservoir 12.

Ifvohmie in reservoir 12 is to be ffvm back to the patient, site 46 is communicated

to atmospheric pressure via line S2. The pressure in reservoir 12 is then greater than the

15 pressure in pomp 14. This causes volume to leave reservoir 12 throu^ the oxygenator 16,

heat exdianger 18 and cannula 22.

Blood spilled into Ae operative site in the patient*s body during the operation is

brou^ back to reservoir 12 by way of caxdiotomy suction. This is done by connecting a

suction line S4 ending in a sucker tip S6 to site S8. The sucker tip S6 at the end of suction

20 line S4 is placed bdow the levd ofblood in the operative field. Suction line S4 is therd)y

exposed to the g»tle suction contained within the sealed reservoir 12. The blood passes

through sudc^ tip S6 and suction line S4 to site S8 through filter 60 and defoamer 62 and

enters mbdng chamber 26 through opening 64. Defoamer 62 is preferably a polyurethane

opm cdl antifoam matoial but may also be any other type of defoamer as will be well

25 understood by those skilled in the art. Filter 60 is prefoabty a forty micron filter made of a

non-woven felt material but may also be any other type of fiker for removing dd>ris from

blood as will be well understood in the art. Site S8 is a filtered connection because fluid

entering there is filtered before mixing with the vmous return blood in chamber 26. In the

mixing chamber 26, the cardiotomy blood is mbced with the blood and fluids in chamber 26

30 before being passed through defoam^ 30 into the mbced diamber 32. Air that nuQr be
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brought l»dc ivith the canU(tomy bl(x)d

24 is separated fom the blood in reservoir 12 by aUowi^

reservoir 12.

In a imsfared end)odinient the defoamcr foam

5 with a silicon antifoam such as Autifoain A®, made by Dow Comii«, to eohaoce

defoaming capability. In addition, aU suifiices in perfiision circuit 10 that wiU coi^
Wood are preferably coated with a covalent heparin bondii« material such as

CARMEDA® Bioactive Suifice Material sold by Medtronic. Inc. of Minneapolis.

Minnesota. The covalert hqwrin bondh« material increases the biocon^atability of^
10 sutfi«» of perfiision dicuit 10 that may come imo contaa with blood,t^

Often blood lost during suigery cannot be recovered. Balanced electrolyte solution

or an outside supply ofblood is used to make up for the blood lost. When additional fluids

are required, they are added via conduit tubing that ddivere the fluid into an unfiltered site

15 66 ofreservoir 12 that empties into mixed chamber 32. The added fluid is then mfaced with

the patient's blood and is delivered to the patient.

In the prefcnied embodimem, centrifugal pump 14 is located bdow leseivoir 12 so

that blood from reservoir 12 is supplied to centrifiigal pump 14 under hydrostatic pressure

duriijg surgery as long as the vohime in mixed chamber 32 is great enough to float ball 42.

20 This centrifiigal pump 14 creates positive pressure at its outlet site 68 and simultaneously

creates a negative pressure at inlet line 38.

Pump 14 is also preferably made integraUy with reservoir 12 so that the length of

inlet line 38 is minhnized. In another preferred embodiment, pump 14, though attached to

reservoh- 12, is not made integrally with reservoir 12. Pump 14 may also be located a

25 distance from reservoir 12 so that inlet line 38 may have a significant length. The negative

pressure, or suction, aeated by pump 14 is communicated equally throughout reservoir 12

because reservoir 12 is sealed. The suction contained in reservoir 12 causes venous Mood
flow through venous return line 24 without haviiig to tower reserrair 12 below the patient

to create a siphon effect. Since reservoir 12 can now be placed at the level of the patient,

30 shorter lines can be used between cannula 20 and the patient and reservoir 12. Thisreduces
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both the prime vohune needed to get the perfusion drcuh 10 started and also reduces the

fbreiga sur&ces that the blood must contact throughout the extracorporeal drcuh.

Additional unfiho'ed ports, such as 70 and 72, may communicate directly with the

mixing diamber 26. Additional filtered ports^ such as 74, may also exist that allow fluids

5 added to reservoir 12 to pass Aroug^ defi)amer 62 and then throiig)i fiher 60 before

entoiiiig mixiiig chamber 26. These filtered ports 74 could be utilized for additional

cardiotomy lines.

Ventricular suxq)h)g is adiieved byway ofconnecting a ventricular sum{»ng line 75

to port 76 that provides a gentle suction to cannula 20 placed into the left ventricle of a

10 heart to keep the kft ventricle empty. Blood entering reservoir 12 through port 76

bypasses filter 60 and defoamer 62 and passes directly into mixed chamber 32 through

opening 78. This system brings the blood back to the unfiltered mixed chamber 32 for re-

introduction into the extracorporeal drcuit.

As shown in Figure 1, the oxopat torn pomp 14 is processed through an

15 oxygenator 16 and aheat exchaiiger 18. The oxygenator 16 and heat exchanga 18 may be

provided integraOy with pump 14 and reservoir 12. Ahenoately, eidier OT^genator 16 or

heat exchaqger 18 may be made integrally with pump 14 with or without an integral

reservou-n. Inanotheralternateea)bodinient,o?9genator 16orhBatexchar)ger

made integrally with reservoir 12 r^ardless ofwhether punq> 14 is integral with reservoir

20 12.

The perfusion drcuit 10 of the present invention can also be used for procedures

such as thoracic aneurysms and liver tran^bmts. These procedures do not utilize an

oxygenator 16 but could benefit fix>m the use ofthe combhiedreservon' 12 and pump 14of

the present invention. Because the fluid level m reservoir 12 is essentially constant once

25 established, the use ofthe combined reservoir 12 and punq) 14 ofthe present invention will

provide additional saf^ beyond anq}ly using a pump system to pull blood fi'om the body

and return it back to the patient. In addition, because the perfusion circuit 10 ofthe present

invention can be primed quiddy and easily and be ready to apply to the patient in very short

order, perfiision drcuit 10 may be used for urgent or emergen^ atuations in the cath lab,

30 emergen^ room, ICU, CCU or hospital room. To prime the perfiiaon drcuit 10 requires
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wapiy supplying some prime fluid to the sealed reservoir 12 to establish a minimum fluid

level thereby opemng bafl valve 36. Pump 14 is then turned on and the system, indudiiig

oxygenator 16, heat exchanger 18 and the rest of perfusion dicuit 10 primes itself by

movement (tf'fiuid fix)mpump 14 through perfusion circuit 10.

5 The present invention provides a peifiision dtcuit 10 that may be primed with

approximately halftheamourtofprimevohmje currently iwpnred for prior art sy^^ In

addition, because perfusion circuit 10 can be placed dose to the patient thereby reducing

the lengths oftubing needed, the auKwnt offoreign surfiu* level contacted durii« pei^^
activities is substantially reduced. Reducing the lengdi offoreign surfece contacted by the

10 Uood provides less tnuma to flie blood and reduces dotting.

Finally, because the outlet flow and the inlet flow of reservoir 12 may be made to

be the same due to the sealed nature of reservoir 12, the fluid levd within reservoir 12

remains virtually constant Becauseof the sealed nature ofthe reservoir 12 and pump 14

system, the fluid levd in reservoir 12 is virtually constant and therefore no gross air may

15 enter petfiision circuit 10. This reduces the burden on the perfiisionist to try to constantly

match in-flow and out-flow to and fiom reservoir 12. In addition, the perfusion circuit 10

can be set to provide a more constant rate ofWood withdrawal and return to the patient,

rather than having to fluctuate the output ofpump 14 to prevent gross air fiom entering

perfusion circuit 10. Such fluctuation ofthe flow fiom pump 14 varies the amount ofblood

20 returning to the patient.

Referring to Figure 3, a prefened embodiment of the control system of the

perfiision circuit 10 is shown generally labded 80. The preferred embodiment of control

system 80 indudes pneumatically or dectrically operated clamps. The first damp 82 is

placed on the venous return line 24. The second damp 84 is placed on a by-pass line 86

25 going directly from the oxygenator 18 back to reservoir 12. The third damp 88 is placed

on the atmospheric vent line 52. The fourth damp 90 is placed on an IV line enteriiig

unfihered site 66 for providing either a balanced dectrolyte sohition or blood fiom an

outside source. Tlie fifth damp 92 is placed on the line 50 firan vacuum source 48. The

sixth damp 94 is placed on the outlet from pump 14 to oxygenator 16. Hie seventh damp

30 96 is placed on the line 54 used fiwcardiotomy suction. Although specific airaqgements of
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dasaps 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 94 aiKi 96 have been shorwi^ h is to be undostood

aiTBngements of these or additional dan^s may be used and still be within the intended

scope ofthe disclosed inventioa

Pressure transducers 98a^ are used to measure the pressure ofthe vacuum source

5 48 and the pressure of reservoir 12, pump 14, OKygBaoator 16 and atmosphenc pressure,

respective]^. Additi(»ialfy, transducers 99a-d can also be used to monitor fluid level in

reservoir 12, the flow rate and possibly even detect air or bubbles in either flie in-flow or

outflow ofthe peifiisiondrcuit 10, respective^.

A console 100 is designed to display the various data retrieved by transducers 98

1 0 and to provide control buttons 102 for the various damps 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 94 and 96

as wdl as some standardized control buttons. For exanq>le, there may be a button 104 that,

when activated, will control clamps that add volume to the patient to return vohime to the

patient. In this instance, opening clan^ 88 will open reservok 12 to atmo^here, thereby

increasing the pressure within res^oir 12 and forcing more fluid to punq) 14.

15 There could also be a button 106 to initiate a procedure to add vohmie to reservoir

12 firom the patient. This would be accomplished by opening damp 92 to vacuum soiirce

48 and adding additional negative pressure into reservoir 12, therdiy puDing more fluid

fi'om the patient.

There could also be a button 108 to initiate a procedure to add prime vohmie to

20 reservoir 12 fi'om an external source. This would be accomplished by operating clamp 90

to rdease an IV line so that blood or balanced dectrofyte sohitions or other medicines or

other external fluids may be added to the blood contained in reservoir 12

.

Anoth^ button 1 10 may be provided to turn oflT and on cardiotomy suctioa This

may be accon:q)lished by pressing button 110 that would cause damp 96 to open therd>y

25 applying suction to sucker tip 56.

Another button 1 12 may provide cardiotomy suction boost by opening cardiotomy

suction clamp 96 to the negative pressure already contained in reservoir 12 by the operation

ofpump 14 and then boosting or inrn^aang that negative pressure by opening damp 92 to

vacuum source 48. Other preset buttons may be provided in addition to oihsc various

30 displays. The general concept is to provide monitoring of pressures and fluid levds and
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provide remotely controlled damps that may be opened and dosed in response to control

signals from the control system 80 to provide for cettain desired lesuhs within peifusion

drcuitlO. The comrolq«tem 80 ofthcpresertiiwention would also be usefiilwft^

ait peifiision systems.

5 As win be appredated by those skiUed in the art, the use ofa reservoir 12 tba^

sealed but that stiB has a ball valve 36 at the base ofreservoir 12, between reservoir 12 and

pump 14, will provide protection fiom gross air entering the perfiisiondiuiiL Withsucha

system, predous time may be saved during an operation when reservoir 12 empties of fluid

bynotaUowingairtopassoutofieservoirl2intotheperfiisiondrcuit. As sudi. pump 14

10 may be restarted as soon as reservoir 12 refills or is refined with fluid rather than having to

puige the system ofair and then restart pun^ 14.

A forther embodiment ofthe present invention that is directed to fijrther reducing

the foragn surfece area of the peifusion dnwit 10 that the blood inust contact provi^
bypass around sealed reservoir 12. Referring to Figure 4, the device shown in Figure 2 is

15 modified by adding a bypass line 1 14 that feeds directly from venous return line 24 to a

pump intake 116 on pump 14. Bypass line 114 indudes a bypass valve 118 at or near

venous return line 24 before venous return line 24 connects to reservoir 12. Bypass valve

118 may be operated either manuaUy or automatically. When bypass valve 118 is activated,

blood m venous return Ime 24 is directed through bypass hne 114 directly to pump 14

20 without first entering reservoir 12.

In an embodiment where bypass valve 118 is automaticaUy controUed. an air or

bubble sensor 120 may be attached to the venous return line 24. When air or bubble sensor

120 indicates that no air is contained m the venous blood in venous return line 24, the blood

is bypassed fi-ora venous return line 24 around reservoir 12 and sent directly to pump 14.

25 When the air or bubble sensor 120 indicates that air or bubbles exist in the venous blood in

venous return line 24, bypass valve 1 18 is activated so that the venous blood wiU enter

sealed reservoir 12 from venous return line 24 and go through defoamer 30 and fiher 34

and the settling process of sealed resenw 12 as described above. Such a modification

would ensure that during standard operation when no air is inchided with the venous blood

3 0 supply in venous return Une 24, the blood need only come in contact with the bypass Une
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114 and not aU of the various dements of sealed resent 12. In sudi an enabodiment,

ehher wfam bypassing or ^wfaen going tfarou^ sealed reservoir 12, venous return line 24

vnH always be subject to the suction pressure at the inlet of pmxp 14, and therefore,

pofusion system 10 may still be placed at or near the patient. Therefore, the bypass

5 onbodiment also achieves the benefits of redudqg priming vohmie and further reducing

foreign sut&ce contact.

The present invention as described provides a safe, easy to use perfiision system

that is easier to prime and provides less trauma for blood products than previous^ known

perfusion sys^sms. AMiough the present invention has been described in connection with

10 several ^>ecific embodiments of the mvation, it is to be understood that the q^edfic

embodinientsdisdosed have been for the. purpose (rf'ilhistrating the However,

the invention is not intended to be limited to the embodiments disclosed. It is dear that

changes and improvements to the invoition disdosed will occur to those skilled in the art

and wiU stiU be within the scope ofthe claims that appear hereafter^
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CLAIMS:

!• A paiusion system conq)risiQg:

a sealed reservoir having at least one connecting site for connectiag a line for

5 removing blood from a patient;

a pump having a mimp intala in fliiirf ftimrnimiqi^/^^ itJcrvoir, the

puDop being capable of pulfing negative piessure at the pump intake so that the negative

pressure is transfcned to the reservoir and ultimatdy to the firo

patient through the connecting site

10

2. The perfusion system of daim 1 fiirther comprising a cannula in fluid

conrnnmication with the sealed reservoir.

3. The perfusion system of claim 2 wherdn the cannula is fluidly connected to the

15 sealed reservoir through a venousi«um line.

4. The perfusion system of claim 3 fiuther comprising a one-way valve between the

venous return line and the sealed reservoir.

20 5. The perfiision system ofdaim 4 wherein the one-way valve is a duck-bill vah«.

6. The petfiision system of daim 4 wherein the ono-way valve is a spring loaded

seating valve.

25 7. The per&sion system of claim 1 wherein the sealed reservoir indudes a mixing

diamber for mixing blood entering the sealed reservoir through the connecting site with

blood in the sealed reservoir.

8. Tlie pei&sion system of daim 7 wherein the sealed reservoir fiirther indudes a

30 defiwrner located between the connecting site and die mixing chamber.
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9. The pedusion system ofclaim 7 wherein the sealed reservoir further includes a fitter

screen located between the connecting site and the mhriTig chamber.

5 10. The peifiision system of daim 1 fordier conqnising a floating ball valve located in

fluid communication between the sealed reservoir and the pun^).

1 1
.

The perfusion system ofclaim 1 wherein the punq> is a centrifijgal pump.

10 12. The perfusion system ofdaim 1 i^rfierein the pun^ is a peristaltic pui^

13. The peifiisicMi system of daim 1 further cony)risizig a vacuum source attadied to

the sealed reservoir.

15 14. The perfusion systffli of daim 1 fiirtfaer comprising a suction line in fluid

communication with the sealed reservoir.

15. The p^fusion syston of daim 1 ii^toein the punq> is located bdow the sealed

reservoir.

20

16. The perfu^on system of daim 1 wherein the pun^ is integrally formed with the

sealed reservoir.

1 7. The petfiision system ofdaim 1 further comprising an oxygmator fluidly cormected

25 to the pump.

18. The perfusion system of daim 1 further conq)rising a heat exchanger fluidly

connected to the pump.

30 19. A peifljsion^/stem comprising:
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a resovoir having at least one connecting site for connecting a line for removing

blood from a patient;

a pump having a pun^) intake in fluid communication with sealed leservoii;

a va^e disposed brtween the reservoir and the pump, the valve capable ofopening

5 onlywhen a first fluid level is present in the reservoir.

20. A contiDl system for a peifiision system having at least one line for moving blood

into or out ofthe perfiision system, the control system conqmsing:

at least one damp placed on a line ofthe perfiiaon system, the damp being capable

10 ofopenipg and dosing so that when the damp is open, fluid may flow

when the damp is dosed, fluid is prevented fiom flowing through the line;

means for controlling the damp.

21. The control system ofdaim 20 wherein the clanq) is placed on a vmousre^
15 in the perfusion system

22. The contrdq^stemofdaim 20 wherein the danq) is placed on a by-pas^

perfusion system, the Iqr-pass line going duiectlyfirom an 05grgenator back to a reservoir in a

20

23 The control systrai ofclaim 20 wherein the dan^ is placed on an atmospheric vent

line in the perfiision system

24, The control qrstem ofclaim 20 vAierein the damp is placed on a vacuum line in the

25 perfusion system.

25. The control system of daim 20 further con^)rising at least one pressure transducer

placed in the perfusion system to measure pressure in the perfusion system.
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26. The control system of daim 25 fiirther conpisiqg a console to display data

retrieved the transducer.

27. The control system ofdaim 20 further conqmsing at least one transducer placed in

5 the perfusion system to measure the fluid level of fluid in a reservoir in the perfiision

system.

28. The control system of daim 27 fiuther CQnq)rising a console to display data

retrieved the transducer.

0

29. The control system c£ daim 20 fiuther conqxisiiig a console having at least one

control button to control the damp.
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